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• BTC surges through 13.8K resistance = another long-term bullish technical development in BTC’s favor.  

BTC’s recent surge through the June 2019 resistance highs at 13.8K is yet another bullish check mark 

confirming a new bull cycle. While a very short-term pause appears likely (see below) we encourage investors 

to remain focused on the longer-term bullish technical profile developing and look to near-term pauses and 

pullbacks as opportunities to increase exposure notably:

• Active traders – Expect a pause but don’t lose sight of the longer-term emerging uptrend For the very 

active trader, a pause at current levels is likely to develop as BTC rallies into the upper end of its October 

uptrend channel. While the trend channel is obviously not textbook perfect, it does serve as a proxy for BTC’s 

multi-week uptrend. With 4-hour RSI pushing into overbought territory, we would expect BTC to begin a shallow 

consolidation near current levels. Rather than attempt to micromanage a pullback by selling and looking to 

perfectly time the next intra-day low, we continue to recommend holding at current levels and increasing 

exposure on near-term pullback toward support between 13-14K near the rising 15-day moving average. Slide 3

Long-term bullish charts to keep in focus during any pending pullback

• BTC’s weekly chart continues to build positively – 17-19.6K next major resistance - BTCs break-out 

above 10.5K in August, 12-12.5K in late October, and 13.8K in November establishes a series of higher highs 

confirming BTC’s emerging bull cycle uptrend. Weekly RSI (77) is building toward overbought level, but if history 

is a guide, we would expect RSI to continue building to the upside toward 85-90 before an intermediate-term 

pause/pullback develops. Next major resistance is between 17-19.6K near the 2017-2018 highs. Slide 5

1. BTCs relative performance vs equities, golds and bonds continues to trend to the upside. As the best 

performing asset class most years, BTCs relative performance reacceleration vs the S&P 500, Gold and the 

TLT Bond ETF remains one of the more important asset allocation trends underway. While risk assets in 

general have recovered into, and through, the US election, BTCs surge stands out as one of the leading asset 

classes for investors to maintain some exposure to. Slide 6

2. Breadth/participation eroding for small and mid-caps – While BTC surges, participation is decaying in 

smaller cap cryptos. The Fundstrat FS CryptoFX advance-decline lines for the FX40 mid-cap universe has 

round tripped back to the April-June 2020 levels while the FX250 small-cap A-D line has just broken to new 

lows below its 2020 trading range. Remain focused on larger-cap cryptos until breadth shows evidence of 

improving.  Slide 7
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Resuming its longer-term uptrend – 17-19.6K next resistance BTC extends its leadership to the S&P, Gold and TLT ETF

Participation decaying in mid and small cap cryptos BTC – Overbought short-term – Expecting shallow pullbacks
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FS CryptoFX 10 Large-cap

Advance-Decline line

FS CryptoFX 40 Mid-cap

Advance-Decline line

Round trip

FS CryptoFX 250 

Small-cap

Advance-Decline line

New lows
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